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line leader Sometimes at school I get a turn to be a line leader.�
�
This is a very important job.�
�
My teacher is very happy when I do a good job as �
the line leader.


LINE LEADER JOB 
 


1.  When my teacher asks me to to pick 
         a friend to go to the door, I will.   Then I will  


and go to the star and stand. 
 


2. Sometimes we use a rope to hold and other 
times we do not use the rope.  I need to walk  


with a        voice.  I also need to walk with good  
walking feet. 


 
3.  It is my job to stay with my line and lead them  


to the next activity. 


1








Taking A Break


Sometimes at school I feel  


frustrated. When I'm frustrated 


I might say "NO" and yell out. I  


might scream. When I scream or 


yell out the other kids cannot do  


their work. I'm too noisy.







When I feel like this, I need a  


BREAK. When I take a break 


 I need to go to my break area.


I need to choose a book. 


Read a book 


Sit down and relax and read 







timer


When the red is gone on the timer 


my BREAK is ALL DONE. When 


my break is done, I need to join 


my class again.


A BREAK is a good way for me to 


do a better job at school. My 


teacher will like it when I take a 


BREAK when I need it. 








Bike Safety


I like to ride my bike!! It's fun!!







When I ride my bike, I need to be safe. 


It is a rule for all children to wear a helmet 


on their head when they ride a bike.


=


Wearing a helmet will keep me safe. The  


helmet will protect my head if I should fall. 







I look cool in my helmet!!


Riding my bike is fun, wearing my helmet  


when I ride my bike is what I do to be safe. 


I can have fun and be safe. My Mom will 


be happy when I follow the helmet bike 


rule.


e is fun, wearing my helmet


y bike is what I do to be safe.


n and be safe. My Mom will


n I follow the helmet bike


Thank you  
for being 
safe.








All By Myself


school


SCHOOL


I go to school. I'm a big girl.







I have a schedule at school. It tells me  


about my day. When I see the top picture  


I should take it off and go there. I can do 


it all by myself. 


Look


and


Go


I can do a lot of things by myself. Following 


my schedule is one of the things I can do. 


My teachers will be happy with me when I do 


it myself!  I will feel good about it too!







All By Myself


All By Myself


All By Myself








When my teacher says it is time to go, we  


will line up. We will walk to the multi-purpose 


room.


There will be a lot of other children and  


teachers at the assembly. My teacher will 


tell me where to sit. I need to sit criss-cross 


with my hands in my lap.







I need to be quiet. If I am quiet and sitting 


it makes my teacher happy that I followed  


directions.


quiet


The Principle will talk. I should be quiet and  


listen. When the Principle calls my name, I 


need to walk to the front stage.  I should  


take my award. I should shake the Principle's 


hand. 







I need to wait. When everyone is done, the 


principle will tell us to go back to our seats.


and


Wait
Sit


My Mom should be there. If I see her, I  


should smile. I could wave or give a thumbs up.


smile wave


or


thumbs up







My Mom will be very proud of me. I should 


feel proud too. Getting an award at school 


is cool!








AUTOBOT SOCIAL STORY























AUTOBOT POWER CARDS








   If


My Mom/Dad says I can get out of  


the car......


 Then







   If


A busy street has a button on the signal 


light poll......


 Then







   If


I am walking with my parents in the 


parking lot...


 Then







   If


 Then








Recess Buddies


Most school days we have recess. Recess 


is a time for me to play with a friend  


from my class. I need to look at my  


Recess Buddy chart to see who my buddy 


is for today.


recess







I need to walk up to my buddy and tap 


him on the shoulder and ask him to play.


choose


I will choose an activity, and my buddy 


will choose an activity.







It is important to stay together with  


my buddy on the playground. 


When we are all done with our activities, 


I need to say "Thank You" to my buddy 


for playing with me. Recess buddies is 


fun!







Recess Journal


Did I ask a friend to play? no
yes


Did I talk to my friend? no
yes


Did I stay with my friend?
no


yes


sometimes


Did I say Good bye and Thank You?
no


yes


Who did I play with?


__________________________


What did we play?


__________________________________________ 


___________________________________________


sometimes







Bell Rings Bell Rings Bell Rings


Whistle Blows Whistle Blows Whistle Blows


Line Up Line Up Line Up








Trip to the Farm


On Friday the kindergarten classes are 


going on a field trip to the farm.







When my teacher says its time to go, 


we will all line up. We will all walk to  


the bus.


I will sit down on the bus. Someone will 


help me put on my seatbelt. I can look 


out the window. Riding the bus is fun!







When we get to the farm, we will all 


get off the bus. It's important to 


stay together.


We will walk around the farm and see 


all the animals.







When it's time for lunch, we will eat 


together at the picnic tables.


When the teacher says it's time to 


go, we all walk to the bus. We all ride 


the bus back to school.


SCHOOL







Field trips are a fun and special  


change in my school day.








 


 


 
 


Stay With Your Family 








Taking a Airplane Trip


When we go somewhere that is far away, 


we might need to get there on a airplane. 


Riding on a airplane is a fast way to get 


somewhere far away. 


When we go somewhe







We usually have to get to the airport and  


wait. We might need to wait quite awhile 


for our turn to get on the airplane.


wait


Airports are a busy place. There are lots of 


people who are waiting for their airplanes.







When it is time to get on the airplane, some- 


one will take our tickets. Then we need to  


walk on to the airplane and find our seats.


We might have some luggage to put in the 


overhead compartment. 







I should sit down, put my seatbelt on and 


try to relax.


My airplane ride might take a long time.







Sometimes airplanes have earphones. You  


can watch a movie with the earphones on, 


or you might want to listen to music. This 


should be fun.


h h Y


I can talk or read a book or magazine on 


an airplane. 


talk or read







If I feel tired I could close my eye and 


rest.


eel tired I could close my eye


When the airplane lands we will collect all 


our things and wait our turn to get off 


the airplane.


wait







When we get off the airplane we will  be  


in another city.


city


Rididng on airplanes can be fun.







Airplanes make noises. I might hear the 


noise of the engine or the noise of the 


wheels going up and down.


When we are getting ready to land there 


might be some loude noises.


airport








Feelings


People have lots of different 


feelings. Some feelings are  


happy, sad, or mad. 


 







I feel suprise...


Why do I feel surprised when  


people shout, "SURPRISE!" at  


a party? Maybe because the horns 


are loud or I didn't know that people 


were going to be there. 







I feel silly...


Why do I feel silly when I see 


a clown? Maybe because it is the  


big clothes the clown wears or 


because he let go of the balloon. 







I feel sick...


Why do I feel sick when i go to the 


amusement park? Maybe because I  


ate to much or because I went on  


the roller coaster.







Why do I feel tired? I may feel  


tired after I eat dinner, take a  


bath, and put on my pajamas.


Why do I feel tired? I might  


feel tired when I go to school or  


may be the bus ride home. 







I feel tired...


Why do I feel tired when I go to the 


beach? Maybe because I played with my 


sand toys or because I went swimming  


in the  the ocean.







Sometimes I feel afraid...


Why do I feel afraid? Sometimes when  


I go to bed at night  I may beafraid  


because my room is dark or I may think 


there are monsters under my bed. 







Why do I feel afraid? I am  


afraid when I get lost or  


seperated from my parents. 


parkpppppppppppaaaaaaarrrrkkkkkkkdog


Why do I feel afraid? I feel  


afraid when I see a dog.The dog 


 might hurt me or may bite me.







Why do I feel silly? I may feel silly  


when I hang out with my friends. 


My friends might say a joke or may 


make a funny face.


Why do I feel silly? I feel silly 


may be when I am watching  


television or may be when I am  


dancing.







Why do I feel tired? I may feel  


tired after I eat dinner, take a  


bath, and put on my pajamas.


Why do I feel tired? I might  


feel tired when I go to school or  


may be the bus ride home. 







Why do I feel sick? I may  


feel sick when the weather 


changes. Some days are cold  


and some days are hot.








Going Bowling


Bowling is a fun game I can play with my 


family and friends.







Bowling alleys are usually noisy places. There 


are usually a lot of other people bowling 


and having fun. Sometimes they play music 


at the bowling alley.


When you go to the bowling alley you need 


to find a bowling ball. There are a lot of 


balls to choose from. I can pick out the one  


that I like.







I need to be careful not to walk over the 


line.


There are 10 bowling pins. I get to roll the  


ball 2 times. Sometimes I might knock down  


some bowling pins. When I knock 10 down it is  


called a STRIKE. When none are knocked down  


it is called a GUTTER BALL.







I get to roll the ball 2 times. Then my turn  


is over. We can keep score. It should be 


fun to see what my score will be.


=


It should be fun to watch everyone have a  


turn to bowl. I can say, 


"Good shot" 


"That's O.K." 


"You did good" 


"You missed" 


"You got_____"







When we all have 10 turns, the game is  


over.


Going bowling is a fun activity I can do with 


my family and friends. It is fun to play 


games together. When I learn new games 


everyone will be proud of me!








Dora says “Hi ”Dora says, Hi.  


When Dora seesWhen Dora sees 
someone she knows,


• she looks at them
• she smilesshe smiles 
• she waves 
• she says “Hi ”• she says, Hi.  







Boots says “Hi ”Boots says, Hi.


When Boots seesWhen Boots sees 
someone he knows, 


• He looks at them
• He smilesHe smiles
• He waves
• He says “Hi ”• He says, Hi.  







Dora Sees Her FriendDora Sees Her Friend


• Dora sees her friend,Dora sees her friend,
• She is happy
• She looks at himShe looks at him
• She smiles 
• She waves• She waves 
• She says, “Hi.” 







Dora and Boots High FiveDora and Boots High Five 


Dora and Boots areDora and Boots are 
friends. 
When they see each y
other, 


• They look at each y
other


• They smile
• They “high five.”








I need to stay at my desk and work quietly. 


If I talk out loud it disturbs others.


Quiet


and


Raise Hand Wait


If I have a question or need help, I need to 


raise my hand and wait. My teacher will help 


me when she can. My teachers are there to 


help me learn.







It's my job to keep working quietly until the 


teacher says it's time to stop. If I don't 


finish it all it's O.K. I should get time to  


finish it later.


Look


and


Listen


When a teacher is telling me something,it's 


my job to listen. When I listen my mouth is 


closed and I should be looking at the teacher.







When I listen and follow directions, I am 


being a good student. The teacher will be 


happy with me. My Mom and Dad will be  


happy too. Being a good student is my job 


at school.


Sometimes I have a tough day. I might not 


be listening to the teachers,I might get  


frustrated if the work is hard for me. I should 


take some deep breaths and try to stay more 


focused. 








Crossing The Street


When I cross the street I need to be safe.







Some busy streets have buttons on the signal 


light polls that I can push.


PUSH


When I push the button,I need to wait at the  


curb for the green light and the walking symbol. 


I need to look to the left and to the right and 


to the left again,for moving cars.


look







Then it is safe to cross the street.Then it is safe to cross


Some streets in my neighborhood do not have  


signal lights.







When I get to the curb at these streets, I need to  


stop. I need to look to the left and look to the  


right and look to the left again.


stop look


and


If there are no moving cars,it should be safe to 


cross the street. I can walk across the street. 







If there are moving cars, I need to wait until 


they pass and there are no more moving cars.


wait


are moving cars, I need to wait unti


s and there are no more moving cars


If I see moving cars, they sometimes stop if they 


see me waiting to cross the street.


s stop if they







If the cars stop, I can look at the drivers 


eyes to make sure they see me. The driver 


may wave or will look at me and nod his head 


if he sees me. That lets me know that it is 


O.K. to cross the street.


at the drivers


I can wave back to the driver so he/she knows  


that I see them. 


Then I can walk across the street.


walkwave


then







I should never cross the street without 


checking that it is safe.Moving cars may not 


see me and I could get hurt if they hit me.


I wil usually be with an adult when I cross the 


street. It is important that I know the rules 


of safety for crossing the street too. My 


Mom and Dad like to know that I am safe when 


I cross the street.







Sometimes I can hear a car, but I cannot see  


the car yet. I need wait and look to see if a  


car comes.


Sometimes I can hear a car, but I cannot see  


the car yet. I need wait and look to see if a  


car comes.







   If


There are no cars


 Then







   If


There is a signal light


 Then







   If


There are moving cars


 Then







   If


The cars are stopped


 Then







Push button, wait for walk 


symbol. Walk across the 


street. 


stop


Stop and look.If no cars,  


walk across the street.


Stop and look. If cars 


are moving, wait.


Stop and look. If c


are moving, wait.


Car stops, driver looks at 


me and waves.Walk across  


the street. 








How Does It Feel?       


How do I feel when I fall down and 


hurt myself?  It might hurt badly. 


I might cry.  It's O.K. to cry .  


It's O.K. to cry because it hurts. 







I need help
O.K.


I can ask for help and try again.  


It's O.K. to make mistakes  


everybody makes mistakes.


happy


How do I feel when I do a good job 


at school or at home? I feel great! 


I feel happy! I smile and tell some- 


one how I feel. I can show someone 


my work and say "Look I did it!"







If I can't tell how someone is  


feeling by the look on their face I 


could say"How do you feel?" It is  


good to share my feelings with  


other people.


Let's talk


happy


sad


mad


confused


angry


worried








Seat Work


When I'm at school,there are times to 


follow directions and listen. There are  


times to work in a group. There are times 


to play at recess and at lunch. Sometimes  


during my school day we have seat work.







When I do seat work, I need to work  


quietly. It's important that everyone 


work quietly for seat work. When it's 


quiet, I can do my best work, and I 


will not disturb others.


If I have a question or need help during  


seat work, I could raise my hand. Some- 


one will help me. 







Good Job


Seat work is something every student 


does. It's my job to do my seat work 


quietly with no silly talk. Everyone will 


like it when I do quiet seat work.








��


Saying "Hi" in the Hallway


1.


I see lots of teachers when I walk in the hallway.�
I like to say "hi" or ask them questions.  �
When I say hi, I will try to use a quiet voice.� 2.







��


If my teachers are far away, I will try to wait until they �
look at me.  Then I can wave to them.  


3.


If I am close to the teacher, I can say things like, �
"Hi, Mrs. Rowe" in a quiet voice.  I can also ask a question�
like, "Do I have speech today?"


4.







It's important to try to ask the same question one time
in a day.  I can try to ask different questions like, 
"How are you?" or say, "See you later!"  


5.


When I'm walking in the hallway, I will try to do 3 things:


1. Wait and wave


2. Use a quiet voice


3. Ask questions one time


6.








hand


Raise Hand Raise Hand


Wait for the  


teacher to call on 


me.me.


Wait for the  


teacher to call on 


me.


teacher to call on


me.


Answer the question


Then
pretzel jar


Answer the question


pretzel jar
Then







hand


Raise Hand Raise Hand


Wait for the  


teacher to call on 


me.me.


Wait for the  


teacher to call on 


me.


teacher to call on


me.


Answer the question


or


Make a comment 


that is on topic


Answer the question


Make a comment 


that is on topic


or








Mom Goes To The Hospital


operation


Our Mom will go to the hospital on  


Friday. She will have an operation. 


The operation will fix her neck.







neck brace


The doctor will put a brace on 


Mom's neck. It will help her feel 


better.


our house


Mom will go to our house on Sunday. 


Sunday







grandmother


We will stay wilth Grandma when 


our Mom is in the hospital. We  


can talk to Mom on the phone when 


she is able to talk.


talk on the phone


our house


Our Grandma will take us to see 


our mom at our house, when she 


feels better.







sleep


Our Mom will need lots of sleep  


rest so she can get better.


restrest


our house


When our Mom feels better we  


will go home and stay with her.


Time to go home







family


It will feel great to be back at 


home with our Mom. We can help 


her with jobs so she can feel  


better.


nice


It is nice to help Mom feel better  


so she can play with us.








When I go to school in the morning  


I get to wait for the bus in front of 


my house. I can look at the flowers  


in front of my house or look at bugs  


in my yard. 


When the bus pulls up in front of my  


house, I get my backpack and wait  


behind my Mom's truck


Wait







I need to get on the bus quickly  


when the doors open. I can wave  


goodbye to my Mom after I sit  


down and buckle my seat belt. 


Sometimes I get to choose my seat on  


the bus and sometimes the bus driver 


will tell me where to sit. I need to sit  


down and wait for the bus driver to  


fasten me into my car seat.







I could say "Good Morning" to the bus 


driver. People like it when you greet  


them. It is a nice thing to do.


When I do a good job getting on the  


bus, my Mom likes it! She might give 


me a hug and a kiss. She is proud of 


me when I do a good job.







Sometimes the bus driver may ask 


me a question or want to talk to me. 


People usually like to talk to each  


other.  


I should answer a question when  


someone talks to me. If I do not 


answer or talk, people will think that 


I do not like them or that I am rude.







When the bus starts moving, I could 


look out the window quietly. This should 


be fun. 


I need to sit quietly on the bus. It is 


a school rule. A lot of noise might  


distract the driver. He needs to look 


at the road and listen for other cars. 







When we get to school, the bus driver 


will unfasten my seatbelt. I can walk 


off of the bus.


Some children like riding the bus to 


school. They think that it is fun!








Bathroom Rules


Sometimes at school I need to go to the bathroom. 


I need to tell a teacher that I have to go to the 


bathroom. I can use the bathroom any time during 


my day.







I should walk to the bathroom, go inside the 


bathroom, and close the door. Closing the door  


when I use the bathroom is an important bathroom 


rule.


walk in close door


I am sure  that other people/children can not see 


me.







Now I can pull down my pants.Then I should 


go to the toilet.


Now I can p


then


After I am done going to the toilet, I pull my 


pants up. Then I flush the toilet.


After I am do


then







I should always wash my hands after I use the  


toilet. I wash my hands and then dry my hands. 


Now, I'm ready to go back to class.


then


It is important for my health and my well being 


to remember all the Bathroom Rules.


Bathroom 


   Rules








 Jeff and Matt Hardy are rule breakers on WWE.  They are 
acting when they break the rules on TV.  When Jeff and Matt 
go to school they follow the rules.  They also follow the rules at 
home.  When Jeff Hardy has to do something that the teacher 
tells him to do he does not complain.  He knows that the 
teacher is in charge and sometimes he has to do things he 
doesn’t want to do.  Matt Hardy does not tell people he is 
bored when he is doing something at school.  Matt and Jeff 
Hardy follow the rules and then they get to have fun when they 
are done with their work.     
 


                                        


                                 
Jeff and Matt Hardy say: 


1. Follow the rules at school 
2. Follow the rules at home 
3. Do what your teacher says without 


complaining 
4. Have fun and get rewards for 


following directions 








The Airport


Sometimes people go on vacation. Some people go  


on vacation in a car. Some people go on vacation  


in an airplane.







  I usually will go with my parents to the airport 


  but maybe I will go with ____________.  


When we get to the airport, I have to get my 


suit case. I have to wait for mommy or daddy to  


show me where I might have to go.







When I walk in the airport, the noise level might 


be high. There might be a lot of people so I should  


stay close to my mom or dad. 


I might have to wait in line when we check in our  


luggage. Then we get our plane tickets so we can 


a board the plane.







When I get my ticket, I might have to wait until  


it is my turn to aboard the plane.


I may have to wait a long time so I can play a  


game or look at a book.







When the person calls my seat number then I  


may aboard the plane.


I have to look for my seat number. I might have  


some carry on luggage that has to go in the over- 


head storage.







I have to walk to my seat with my mom or dad.


When I find my seat, I have to sit down and put 


on my seat belt. A person might help me find my 


seat and make sure my seat belt is fasten.







I may have to wait for the captain to tell me 


that we are able to take off. I need to relax. I  


can take some breaths or listen to some music.  


I can also watch a movie or play a game.


 When I am in the airplane, I might hear the 


 engine start. It might get louder. I might hear  


 the wheels go up.







When the plane gets close to its destination,  


the wheels will come down. As the plane lands,  


the plane hits the ground which the ride will be  


bumpy and loud.


As the airplane is coming to a stop, it will pull 


up to a terminal so people can exit the plane.  


Then a person will come on the intercom and say, 


"Welcome to _____________. Hope you enjoyed  


your flight".








Being A Good Student


I go to school almost every Monday,Tuesday, 


Wednesday,Thursday and Friday. When I 


go to school It's important to be a good  


student and do my best.







When I'm at school, I learn a lot of new  


things. Some things are easy for me. I can 


do the work by myself. 


When I'm working I should work quielty and 


do all the work I can by myself. It's O.K. 


if I make a mistake. Everyone makes mistakes. 


 


I made a mistake


It's O.K.







If I don"t finish my work,it's O.K. Not 


everyone finishes. The teacher will ususlly 


give us time to finish later.


Sometimes the work is hard for me. I  


don"t understand what to do or how to do it. 


I should raise my hand and wait. The teacher  


will help me when she can. The teachers are 


there to help me learn.


raise hand


and


wait







I need to enter the classroom quietly. I can 


say "Good Morning" in a number 3 voice.


SCHOOL


I should walk to my desk. 







backpack   snack       jacket      closet


I need to put my snack in the basket. I should 


take off my jacket if I have one on. I could 


hang it up. My backpack needs to go in the  


closet.


This is a good start. I am ready for my  


school day.


I'm ready







I do a lot of work at my desk. When I work, 


I need to have a quiet mouth. I do not want 


to disturb others. I need to stay at my  


desk. 


If I have a question,I should raise my hand 


and wait at my desk. My teacher will help 


me when she can.


If I have a question,I should raise my hand


and wait at my desk. My teacher will help







Some days I go to RSP and Speech.  I  


need to leave the classroom quietly when my 


schedule shows Speech or RSP.


Speech RSP


When I finish at Speech or RSP, I should 


walk quickly back to my classroom.  I enter 


the classroom quietly and go to my desk.







The teacher will be happy if I am being a  


good student. I will feel good about it too!!!








How Am I Doing????


Sometimes when I'm at school,I do all 


my work. I listen to my teacher and 


follow all directions. I talk and play with 


my friends at recess and at lunch. This 


is a good day for me. I could say "I did 


my best."







Some days at school I have a hard time  


staying focused. Maybe the work is  


hard for me. I might feel frustrated. 


If the work is hard and I don't under- 


stand,I need to raise my hand and ask 


for help. Everybody needs help now and  


then,My teachers are there to help me 


learn.


On days like this I could say"I did O.K. 


I tried."







Some days at school are tough for me. 


I might be talking out loud. I might be 


thinking of a computer game or a video 


and I have a hard time staying focused. 


People don't understand when I talk 


like this. If I talk out loud it bothers 


others and they can't do their work.


I might have to go out of the classroom. 


This is a tough day for me. I will have 


to try tomorrow to do a better job at 


school.It's O.K. everybody has tough 


days. I could say "I'll try again  


tomorrow."


tomorrow


=


better day








Greeting and Talking to Adults


There are many ways to greet someone.


"Hello"







When I see someone I know or my parents 


know, I will try and smile and say "Hello". 


They might say "Hello" back. They may stop 


and talk with me.


"Hello"


Sometimes I will try to shake their hand. 


Sometimes, when I am visiting a relative or 


close friend, I will give them a small hug.
People like this kind of greeting,it makes them 


feel good.







Sometimes, if I am just passing someone I 


know, I can smile, wave, or just nod my head.


wave smile


and


Most people like it when I smile at them. 


Smiling can make people feel good.







Sometimes my Mom or Dad see someone that 


they know.They might stop and say "Hello" 


and talk. I should smile and say "Hello". People 


like it when you greet them. It makes them 


feel good,and it helps them to get to know you.


If an adult asks me a question, I should answer. 


If I do not answer, people will think that I am 


not listening, rude,or that I did not  


understand. 







When adults talk, I can wait. Sometimes they  


have a lot to say. I should look at their eyes  


to know when they are done. I can listen for  


them to say, "It was nice to see you", or 


"Goodbye". Then I know they are done talking. 


I can say "Goodbye" too.


When I greet and talk to adults, my Mom 


and Dad will like it. They will be happy that 


I remembered how to be polite. People will 


get to know me better when I talk  to them. 


That's Cool!








Office Work


Sometimes durung my school day, I do 


office work.







I walk to my office work room. I should 


look at my schedule. 


walk and check schedule


I might get to choose what work I want to 


do first.


choose







When I finish some work, I should get a  


break. When I take a break, I need to  


read a book and relax. 


read


and


relax


When the red is gone on the timer my break 


is all done. I need to get back to my office  


work.


I'm ready to work







 Office work is an important part of my school 


day. The teacher will be happy when I do 


a good job at office work time.








Going Miniature/ Putt Putt 


         Golf


Most people think playing miniature/putt putt 


golf is fun!







Sometimes we will go and play miniature/putt 


putt golf. We will drive to the golf course. 


When we get to the golf course, we might 


have to stand in a line. I will get a golf club, 


called a putter, and a colored golf ball. 


Everyone will have a different colored ball. 


That way I know which one is mine.







There are usually 18 holes on the golf course. 


We will start at number 1. We should decide 


who will go first.


Hole 1


When it is my turn, I will put my ball on the 


rubber mat in the little hole. 







Now it is time to swing the golf club. I need 


to swing it nice and easy. I do not have to 


hit the ball hard. The ball will roll fast.


After my first shot, I need to wait until 


everyone else hits their first shot. After 


everyone takes their first shot, we take 


turns hitting the ball again. It's important 


to swing the club slow and easy.


SLOW and EASY







We all hit our balls until we hit them in the 


hole. It might take several tries to get the 


ball in the hole. It's O.K.!!!


I should count how many hits I take. That 


is my score for the hole. Someone will  


keep score.


count


and


score







 
After we go through the whole course,  


usually 18 holes, the game is over. The person 


with the lowest score is the winner. I 


could say " Good game"!


Miniature or Putt Putt Golf is a fun outside 


activity. It's not important that I win the 


game. It's more important that I play and 


have a good time with my family and friends!!








Recess


Most days at school we have recess. Recess 


is a nice break in my day. It is a good time 


for me to play with a friend. I need to tap 


a friend on the shoulder and ask him to play 


with me.







I should eat snack with my friend. While 


we eat snack, I could ask my friend what he  


wants to play. He could choose an activity 


and I can choose an activity too.


We should decide what we want to play first. 


It's important to stay together and talk to 


each other. 







When I talk to my friend it's important to 


turn my shoulders toward my friend and look 


at his face.  


When I play and talk to my friend, I can get to 


know things about my friend. I could ask my 


friend questions about video games, movies,  


sports,toys or cartoons. Then my friend will 


get to know me better. Good friends know a lot 


about each other.







When recess is over and the bell rings, I  


should say "Thanks for playing with me" to 


my friend. Recess is a good time for me 


to make friends and play. 





